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Malaysia's April exports
plunge 24%
Malaysia's exports tumbled 23.8 per cent
in April from a year earlier, the steepest
fall in a decade, as the COVID-19
pandemic badly disrupted the global
supply chain, the government said on
Thursday (Jun 4).
The fall to RM64.92 billion was much
wider than a 15.1 per cent contraction
forecast by analysts surveyed by Reuters.
Imports shrank by 8 per cent to RM68.42
billion, data from the Ministry of
International Trade and Industry (MITI)
showed. Analysts had expected a fall of
14.4 per cent.
"Malaysia's exports are expected to
improve in the coming months as the
government allowed more industries to
resume operations and at full operating
capacity since May 4, 2020," MITI
minister Mohamed Azmin Ali said in a
statement.
4 June 2020, Channel News Asia
Full Article:
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/business
/malaysia-april-exports-biggest-falll-decades-covid19-12802654
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Malaysia Headed for
Recession in Six Months,
Statistician Says
After posting its slowest growth since the global
financial crisis, the Malaysian economy is set to slip
into a recession in the next four to six months.
With its borders shut to foreigners and a standstill
in commerce around the world, industries including
tourism and aviation have been crippled, adding
uncertainty to a rebound in trade in the first quarter,
Mohd Uzir Mahidin, chief statistician of Malaysia,
said in a report.
The expected decline comes as the country’s gross
domestic product grew marginally at 0.7% in the
first three months of the year, the lowest since the
third quarter of 2009, he said. That’s significantly
less than the expansion of 3.9% to 4.2% expected
as the country lost 22.8 billion ringgit ($5.3 billion)
in economic output because of a countrywide
lockdown, he said.
30 May 2020, Bloomberg
Full Article:
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-0530/malaysia-headed-for-recession-in-six-monthsstatistician-says

Top supplier Malaysia sees no quick end to
shortages in $8 billion gloves industry
A global shortage of medical gloves due to a
coronavirus-driven surge in demand will carry over
into next year, Malaysia, the world’s biggest gloves
supplier, said on Thursday, warning buyers to be
wary of scammers promising quick supplies.
World consumption of the personal protective
equipment is estimated to jump more than 11% to
330 billion pieces this year, two thirds of which are
likely to be supplied by Malaysia, its rubber glove
manufacturers association (MARGMA) said.
It recently received more than a dozen reports of frauds and fake agents claiming to represent
member companies for glove supplies. Counterfeit company letters were produced to appoint bogus
agents or potential customers were quoted “ridiculous” prices with a promise to cut short delivery
time.
“Buyers are reminded that while glove prices have soared and demand is overwhelming, the
industry’s supply is being fully booked until early next year,” MARGMA President Denis Low said in
a statement.
“MARGMA foresees the shortage of gloves due to overwhelming demand this year to spill into 2021.”
The global disposable gloves market was valued at $7.6 billion last year and is expected to reach
$11.8 billion by 2025, according to VynZ Research.
MARGMA, whose members include top-two players Top Glove Corp and Supermax Corp, also said
worker safety and welfare were being monitored “critically” as pressure increases to step up
production.
Last week, a group of European politicians urged the European Union trade commissioner to make
sure higher demand does not become an excuse for exploiting workers, who come mainly from
Bangladesh, Myanmar and Nepal.
The United States in March lifted a ban on imports from Malaysian glove maker WRP Asia Pacific it
had accused of using forced labour.
Developed economies, home to only a fifth of the world’s population, account for nearly 70% glove
demand due to their stringent medical standards.
4 June 2020, Reuters
Full Article: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-malaysia-gloves/top-supplier-malaysiasees-no-quick-end-to-shortages-in-8-billion-gloves-industry-idUSKBN23B105
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Malaysian ex-PM Najib faces July verdict in first
1MDB-linked trial
A Malaysian court will deliver its verdict in a
case against former prime minister Najib
Razak (pic) on July 28, the first of several
corruption trials he faces over a multibilliondollar scandal at state fund 1Malaysia
Development Berhad (1MDB).
Najib, who was voted out of power in 2018, is
facing dozens of criminal charges over
allegations that about $4.5 billion was stolen
from 1MDB, a state fund he co-founded in
2009.
In the first case against him, Najib has plead not guilty to seven charges of criminal breach of trust,
money laundering, and abuse of power over accusations that he had illegally received transfers of
42 million ringgit ($9.84 million) from former 1MDB unit SRC international.
Kuala Lumpur High Court judge Mohamad Nazlan Mohamad Ghazali on Friday set July 28 to issue
his verdict, as prosecutors and defence lawyers delivered their closing arguments after a 14-month
long trial.
If convicted, Najib, 66, faces hefty fines and jail terms of up to 15 to 20 years on each charge.
Defence lawyers say Najib was misled by Malaysian financier Jho Low and other 1MDB officials into
believing that the SRC funds banked into his accounts in 2014 were donated by the Saudi royal
family, rather than misappropriated from 1MDB as prosecutors have alleged.
Low faces charges in Malaysia and the United States over his alleged central role in the case. He
has denied wrongdoing and his whereabouts are unknown.

5 June 2020, Reuters
Full Article: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-malaysia-politics-najib/malaysian-ex-pm-najib-faces-julyverdict-in-first-1mdb-linked-trial-idUSKBN23C0N1
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Immigration detention
centres become
Malaysia coronavirus
hotspot
Health ministry says detention centres 'high
risk' areas after spike in cases following series
of raids during lockdown.
Despite strict movement restrictions that have
helped contain the coronavirus, Malaysia finds
itself facing a surge of cases in overcrowded
detention centres that coincided with a series of
raids last month in which more than 2,000
undocumented migrants were picked up.
"We have identified detention centres as a
high-risk area," Dr Noor Hisham Abdullah, the
director-general of the Ministry of Health, said
at a news briefing on May 26.
Some 35 cases were identified at a detention
centre near Kuala Lumpur on May 22. Four
days later, the number had jumped to 227
across three sites, and by May 31, had reached
410 across four sites.
Authorities began the raids on May 1 in areas
within designated COVID-19 "red zones"
placed under "enhanced" restrictions enforced
by the police and military.
Malaysia defines red zones as districts with
more than 41 cases of coronavirus within a twoweek period, but in areas where worrying
clusters have emerged, a stricter lockdown is
imposed with razor wire rolled out to seal off the
area and prevent residents from going in or out

Najib says Malaysia polls
likely if political
uncertainty stays
Malaysia's former leader Najib Razak warned of
a "high chance" of elections if the nation's
politics continue to be in turmoil.
The health ministry and the election
commission should start drafting standard
operating procedures for polls, Najib wrote in a
Facebook post. He's currently a lawmaker and a
member of the ruling United Malays National
Organisation (Umno) party, which has been in
power for most of the country's history.
"This is because the majority of people already
feel sick of the political drama happening
today," he wrote. If the turmoil continues until
the country's leaders can't focus on reviving the
economy, then most Malaysians would rather
take the risk of dismissing Parliament, he
added.
Lawmaker support for Prime Minister
Muhyiddin Yassin remains uncertain since he
assumed power following a power struggle in
February. It's unclear how many seats his
administration commands, after Parliament
was limited to a single day sitting earlier this
month, barring a confidence vote planned by
the opposition.

3 Jun 2020, Straits Times
Full Article: https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/seasia/najib-says-malaysia-polls-likely-if-politicaluncertainty-stays

2 Jun 2020, Al Jazeera
Full Article:
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/06/immigratio
n-detention-centres-malaysia-coronavirus-hotspot200602004727890.html
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Malaysia's AirAsia considers fundraising, JV
options to ride out pandemic
Malaysia’s flagship budget carrier AirAsia Group Bhd is evaluating proposals for raising capital to
strengthen its equity base and liquidity, the company said in a statement Thursday.
AirAsia said it has been presented with proposals from investment bankers, lenders and potential
investors to help the airline “weather the storm” caused by the new coronavirus pandemic.
It also has ongoing deliberations with a number of parties for joint-ventures and collaborations that
may result in additional investments in specific segments of the group’s business, it said in the
bourse filing.
The airline said it may soon reach a decision
on the proposals and amount to be raised.
“Any decision made will take into account the
Company’s business needs and the interests
of the Company, its shareholders and other
stakeholders,” it said.
The airline made the statement in response
to a report by local newspaper The Star
citing sources saying AirAsia was in talks to
sell a 10% stake to South Korea’s SK
Holdings through a private placement.
SK Holdings, the third largest Korean conglomerate with businesses spanning memory chips to
energy, and AirAsia have been locked in negotiations for the past few months and SK sees a stake
purchase as an opportunistic acquisition, said one source aware of the matter.
The source said AirAsia had been pitching to get an investor outside the aviation sector.
AirAsia chief Tony Fernandes said in April that the airline was seeking a government loan as the
industry began to take a hit from the virus outbreak.

4 June 2020, Reuters
Full Article: https://www.reuters.com/article/health-coronavirus-malaysia-airasia-grou/update-1-malaysiasairasia-considers-fundraising-jv-options-to-ride-out-pandemic-idUSL4N2DH2T9
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Malaysia palm oil refiners warn of high costs of
meeting EU food safety limits
Malaysia’s palm oil refiners have warned the government that new food safety regulations required
by the European Union should not be imposed across the whole industry, particularly in light of the
coronavirus pandemic.
Malaysia, the world’s second-largest palm producer and exporter, said last year it would require
refiners to ensure their products meet EU-prescribed levels for food contaminants glycidyl esters
(GE) and so-called 3-MCPD esters by 2021.
The EU has imposed a limit for GE and will soon set a limit for 3-MCPD esters, both of which are
formed in processed vegetable oils during the refining process and have raised potential health
concerns.
The Palm Oil Refiners Association of Malaysia (PORAM) said industry-wide conditions did not make
sense as Europe, which accounts for about 11% of Malaysia’s palm oil exports, was the only
consumer implementing a limit on contaminants.
“With higher costs and minimal offtake, this will have an adverse impact on the entire export of
refined palm oil products out of Malaysia,” PORAM chairman Jamil Haron said in a letter to industry
regulator Malaysian Palm Oil Board (MPOB) on Thursday, a copy of which was reviewed by
Reuters.
The regulations created “a serious risk to the financial sustainability of the refining industry, more so
in light of the current COVID-19 pandemic,” he added.
The palm oil industry is already facing low prices and poor margins in an economy battered by
coronavirus restrictions.
Crude palm oil prices have plunged 25% from January as lockdown measures to contain the
outbreak shuttered restaurants and curbed travel around the world, cutting global demand.
Jamil said the new requirements would cost refiners millions of ringgit to refabricate and install
necessary equipment, foot higher operational refining costs, and would drive up production costs.

5 June 2020, Reuters
Full Article: https://www.reuters.com/article/malaysia-palmoil/malaysia-palm-oil-refiners-warn-of-high-costs-ofmeeting-eu-food-safety-limits-idUSL4N2DH2FM
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Malaysia U-turns on 5G permits for local
companies after backlash over lack of tender
In mid-May, the government quietly and without fanfare awarded the usage of 5G airwaves to five
local players, bypassing a previously promised tender
Before Wednesday’s about-face, Malaysia’s Axiata had said it would select two equipment providers,
breaking China’s Huawei’s hold on the industry
After widespread criticism, the three-month old government of Malaysia’s Prime Minister Muhyiddin
Yassin on Wednesday backtracked on a decision to grant 5G airwaves to five local players without
tender, citing transparency as well as technical and legal issues.
The government in mid-May had quietly and without public fanfare awarded the usage of 5G
spectrum in the 700MHz, 900 MHz, and 2,600 MHz frequencies to five companies including Altel
Communications, which is owned by politically connected tycoon Syed Moktar Al-Bukhary.
Authorities had previously said the 700 MHz, 3,600MHz, and 2600/2800MHz frequencies would be
used for 5G purposes.
The move bypassed previously promised tender processes and earned the ire of opposition
politicians from the Pakatan Harapan coalition when reports about it emerged earlier this week.
The initial order dated May 15 was signed by the Communications Minister Saifuddin Abdullah, with
a soft copy uploaded on the website of the Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission
(MCMC). It was not publicised.
On Wednesday, Saifuddin – one of the instigators of a political coup that installed Muhyiddin as
prime minister in March – said he ordered MCMC to cancel the allocation “based on technical and
legal issues, as well as the need to be more transparent”.
The 5G roll-out – part of the nation’s National Fiberisation and Connectivity Plan – was put in place
by Pakatan Harapan while it was in government from May 2018 to February this year. Perikatan
Nasional, the new ruling coalition that came to power following March’s coup, had promised to
continue the project.

3 June 2020, South China Morning Press
Full Article: https://www.scmp.com/week-asia/politics/article/3087423/malaysia-u-turns-5g-permits-localcompanies-after-backlash-over
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George Floyd killing stirs Asian feelings on
region’s own racial strife, from police custody
deaths in Malaysia to Chinese privilege in
Singapore

The death of the unarmed black man in Minnesota has prompted Asians not only to demonstrate,
but to reflect on their own prejudices too.
In Malaysia, Indians are most likely to die in custody; in Indonesia, Papuans have long faced
discrimination; in Singapore, there is a notion of Chinese privilege.
The death of George Floyd has fuelled protests across the United States (pic), but also sparked a
reaction across Asia, with demonstrations in Japan, Australia and New Zealand, and a flurry of
online discussions on racial discrimination in Singapore and Malaysia.
Since a video that showed Floyd, an unarmed black man in Minnesota, struggling to breathe as he
was pinned down at the neck by a white police officer went viral last week, Black Lives Matter
demonstrations against racial injustice and excessive force by police have taken place in more than
100 cities across the US.
These turned violent in recent days, with thousands of arrests made as riot police used tear gas to
disperse crowds and at least 40 cities imposed curfews on Monday.
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In Malaysia, there has been heated commentary on the country’s own internal racial strife, with
many taking to social media to urge Malaysians to address their own prejudices.
“If anyone remembers, Sugumar Chelladury was stepped on by police and he died in police custody
in Malaysia in 2013. Please start to recognise that the dynamics of power exist in all countries, even
if many of us don’t have the will to verbalise yet,” tweeted Michelle Yesudas, a legal adviser and
human rights defender.
Custodial deaths in Malaysia have been a long-standing issue, with activists pointing out that the
victims are mostly from the ethnic Indian minority population. In the case of security guard Sugumar,
eyewitnesses reported several policemen apprehending Sugumar, beating him by the side of the
road, and stomping on the back of his neck. The police denied assaulting him and refused to give
permission for a second postmortem after initial results showed he had died of a heart attack, a
finding his family disputed.
According to official statistics, there were 257 deaths in police custody between 2002 and 2016,
although watchdogs have claimed that there has been severe under-reporting.
Malaysians on social media this week also took potshots at Samantha Katie James, the country’s
Miss Universe 2017 candidate, after the beauty queen posted a series of controversial statements
on Instagram urging black people to “relax, take it as a challenge, makes you stronger”.
“You chose to be born as a ‘coloured’ person in America for a reason,” she posted. “To learn a
certain lesson. Accept it as it is, till now hunger and poverty still exists. It is what it is. It’s inevitable.
Best you can do is remain calm, protect heart, don’t allow it to crumble. That’s your responsibility.”
Her remarks were widely mocked, with many sarcastically lamenting how they had not “chosen” to
be born as celebrities or millionaires. As anger mounted on Tuesday, James posted an apology.
More than 80,000 people have signed an online petition calling for the 25-year-old to be stripped of
her Miss Universe Malaysia crown. She was also stripped of her “blue tick” on Instagram, which
indicates verification of her profile.

2 June 2020, South China Morning Press
Full Article: https://www.scmp.com/week-asia/politics/article/3087204/george-floyd-killing-stirs-asian-feelingsregions-own-racial
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Coronavirus: Malaysia's
Cabinet to discuss next
steps to ease curbs on
Saturday
Malaysia's government will discuss standard
operating procedures (SOP) for several
businesses and social activities this weekend,
indicating that these activities could be allowed to
resume soon as the country eases coronavirus
controls that have been in place since March.
The special Cabinet committee this Saturday will
hear, among other things, the proposed SOP for
barber shops as well as hair and beauty salons.
Senior Minister for Security Ismail Sabri Yaakob
said the committee will also be hearing
presentations on SOP for pasar malam, or night
markets, as well as farmers' markets.
"We will also be looking at the SOP for solat
jemaah (congregational prayers)“

How will Malaysia's
environment fare after the
lifting of COVID-19
restrictions?
Bluer skies, the central Titiwangsa mountain
range visible from Klang Valley and the
normally turbid Klang River clean enough for
people to swim in it.
Such local news reports and similar photos of
the environment “recovering” have gone viral,
while the majority of the country abided by the
movement control order (MCO) in an attempt
to stem the COVID-19 infection rate in
Malaysia.
However, with most businesses resuming
operations and preparations being made for
the MCO to be lifted on Jun 9, experts
interviewed by CNA are contemplating the
potential impact of economic recovery on
Malaysia’s vulnerable ecosystems.

Businesses such as barber shops and
hairdressing salons, which have been closed
since March 18, have yet to be given the goahead to resume operations, even though the
government has allowed most economic and
social activities to resume under the conditional
movement control order.

At the end of the first phase of the MCO on Mar
31, Environment and Water Minister Tuan
Ibrahim Tuan Man was reported as saying that
the Air Pollutant Index had gone down 14 per
cent to record a “clean index”, while over a
quarter of 29 automatic water monitoring
stations nationwide recorded a real-time
improvement in water quality.

Meanwhile the government has said school
reopening management guidelines will be
distributed today to allow schools and teachers to
prepare and make the appropriate arrangements..

30 May 2020, Channel News Asia

4 June 2020, Straits Times

Full Article:
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/asia/mal
aysia-environment-post-movement-control-orderbudget-deficit-12715506

Full Article: https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/seasia/malaysias-cabinet-to-discuss-next-steps-to-easecurbs-on-sat
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Singapore, Malaysia
suspend work on highspeed rail link until end
of year
Analysts estimate the project, first
announced by both nations in 2013, will
cost about US$17 billion – though the two
side have tried to renegotiate
Singapore’s transport minister said in a
Facebook post on Sunday that the
extension should provide sufficient time
for Malaysia to clarify its proposal

Malaysia and neighbouring Singapore said
on Sunday they had agreed to suspend
until December 31 a high-speed rail
project between Malaysia’s capital, Kuala
Lumpur, and the city state, to allow
discussion of changes.
Analysts estimate the project, first
announced by both nations in 2013, will
cost about US$17 billion, though the two
have tried to renegotiate the terms of an
initial pact.
Singapore’s transport ministry said in a
separate statement that it had agreed to a
“final extension” and that it looked
forward to receiving Malaysia’s formal
proposal on the changes soon.

31 May 2020, South China Morning Press
Full Article:
https://www.scmp.com/news/asia/southeastasia/article/3086882/singapore-malaysiasuspend-work-high-speed-rail-link-until

Malaysian deputy works
minister says he is
prepared to resign, mulls
return to Pakatan Harapan
Malaysian Deputy Works Minister Shahruddin
Salleh said on Tuesday (Jun 2) that he is prepared
to resign, while hinting that he could return to the
opposition Pakatan Harapan (PH) coalition.
In a statement posted on the youth wing Facebook
page of Parti Pribumi Bersatu Malaysia (Bersatu),
he wrote: “Say, for instance, that I need to resign
as deputy works minister. I would do that in the
name of strengthening Bersatu, so that I can focus
full-time on Bersatu”.
He added: “(If) I have to leave my PN (Perikatan
Nasional) friends and return to PH, and there is a
guarantee that Bersatu will be strong and continue
to thrive there, I’d be willing to do that.”
Mr Shahruddin stated that his love for Bersatu was
above his allegiance to any leaders, including
Prime Minister Muhyiddin Yassin, who is also the
party’s president, as well as Dr Mahathir Mohamad,
who founded the party.
However, he noted that the majority of Bersatu
members had joined the party due to Dr Mahathir.
He added that Dr Mahathir’s contribution to the
party is “as big and heavy as the earth”.
Mr Shahruddin questioned whether PN, led by Mr
Muhyiddin, could be classified as an official political
coalition.
2 June 2020, Channel News Asia
Full Article:
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/asia/malaysiadeputy-works-minister-bersatu-mahathir-muhyiddin12796380
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Malaysia Raises Online
Settlement Cap as Small
Funds Rush In

Malaysian fashion labels go
back to basics to create a
sustainable future

Malaysia will double online settlement limits this
year as the rush of small investors into stocks
helped push the market into bull territory.

Scuba-diving friends in Malaysia set out to make
marine conservation cool by selling minimalist Tshirts and using part of the proceeds to fund coral
replanting.

The Securities Commission will allow up to
100,000 ringgit daily online settlement in the
second half, from the current limit of 30,000 to
50,000 ringgit, Executive Chairman Syed Zaid
Albar said in an emailed response to questions.
The benchmark FTSE Bursa Malaysia KLCI Index
has risen more than 20% from a low in March, led
mainly by glove makers, with trading volume
hitting a record 11 billion shares. Individual
investors are finding more time to flock into
stocks from their homes amid a nationwide
lockdown, spurred on by relatively cheap stocks
amid low interest rates.
Such investors opened 54% more accounts from
January to April compared with the same period
in 2019, according to Muhamad Umar Swift, chief
executive officer of Bursa Malaysia Bhd. They
were also more active, with the daily trading
value surging 65% in April from a year ago, he
added.
While foreign funds pulled $3.2 billion from
Malaysian stocks this year, local individual
investors have poured in 4.03 billion ringgit,
Muhamad said. The KLCI index surged 2.1% on
Wednesday to the highest close since February as
banking stocks surged.
3 June 2020, Bloomberg
Full Article:
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-0603/malaysia-doubles-online-trading-limit-as-smallinvestors-rush-in?sref=5FDdIvTK

Founders of label, Spheraco, couldn’t find
affordable, sustainably made organic cotton Tshirts locally, and decided to produce their own.
Local brands are beginning to change the way the
region looks at purpose-driven fashion and what
it can do – by serving causes nearer to
consumers’ hearts.
Social enterprises such as Earth Heir and Tanoti
Crafts work with underserved Malaysian artisan
and refugee communities; Real Material channels
a set portion of the proceeds from sales of its
natural, sustainable fabrics to reforestation in
Malaysia. These brands are gaining a foothold
among a more aware, activist youth who want to
know that the money they spend on new clothes
is going to a good cause.
One of the past year’s most interesting launches
is Sea Bells. The brand sells just one thing:
minimalist T-shirts. Every customer who buys a
Sea Bells T-shirt becomes the adoptive parent to
a piece of rehabilitated coral that the Sea Bells
team replants in an ocean nursery off the island
of Tioman in Malaysia.

1 June 2020, South China Morning Press
Full Article: https://www.scmp.com/lifestyle/fashionbeauty/article/3086721/malaysian-fashion-labels-goback-basics-t-shirts-made
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